
Winger Electrical PRE JOB HAZARD ASSESMENT - Zero is Possible when you're on Target with Safety

This PJHA is to be used for any potential electrical energy.

Nearly All Electrical Work is SIF (Serious Injury or Fatality) potential.  EVALUATE THE HAZARDS

Name: Date:

Area: 

Job Description:

Hazard Recognition

If any task for this job is done incorrectly, is there a potential for electrical shock, arc or blast? YES NO

If No, perform a standard PJHA and proceed with the job but return to this PJHA if anything unexpected is encountered.

If Yes, this job contains SIF Potential tasks.  Use this PJHA in addition to the standard PJHA.

Examples of SIF Potential tasks (NOT ALL INCLUSIVE): YES NO

Any task that if done incorrectly could cause a shock, arc or blast to either you or someone else

Voltage testing of circuits over 50V

Work requires the opening of panels that may contain energized components over 50V (not electrically safe)

Work requires the system to be LOTO and put into an electrical safe work condition

Work relies on the system to be in an electrical safe work condition (e.g. inspecting de-energized gear)

Cutting conduit with wires inside or in close proximity to conduits with energized wires

Cutting wires that are in close proximity to energized wires (e.g. in cable trays, wire troughs)

Work near other energized components that could be contacted fairly easily

Work requires hole penetractions (location of existing utilities, safety by-pass, drill depth gauge, etc.)

Work requires pulling wire 

Are we using a tugger or other type of pulling apparatice?  Is it secure?  

Has the issue of line of fire been addressed?

Work near overhead lines?                    Voltage?                   Approach Distance?                  Method of Protection?

Environment (e.g. rain, flooded floor) that increases the likelihood or severity of an electrical hazard 

Electrical Hazard Pre-Task Brief

What is the worst thing that could happen when performing these SIF tasks?   Is there anything unusual about this job?

What electrical SIF Potential tasks will be performed during this job? Hazard

Stop Criteria Discuss With Supervisor or Customer Electrical Lead YES STOP

Has there been Hazard Risk Category (HRC) been performed on this equipment?

Can the equipment be de-energized?  If not, an Electrical Permit must be utilized.

Is there a procedure or permit or Customer Standard that addresses each SIF task?

Have you reviewed the procedure?

Have you done this task before or reviewed the plan with your supervisor?

Do I have the correct PPE per the procedure?

Is there a counter measure for each SIF task hazard?

Have I addressed all potential Error Traps?

Do I have the knowledge that I need to proceed safely?

Have I filled out or reviewed the non-electrical PJHA?

At each location, will I verify the wire is de-energized before touching by hand or tool?

Is there a possibility that the system could have a foreign source or be backfed from another system?

Is there a 3-phase circuit that may share the neutral wire?

Any evidence of impending failure, arcing, overheating, loose or bound parts, damage or deterioration?

If an unexpected hazard is recognized during the job, will I stop work and revaluate?

Is there a potential of shock from a blind reach?  

If any stop criteria is marked "stop" then review the hazard and mitigation with your supervisor.

Counter Measures to Mitigate Shock Potential (check those that apply and/or Add Others)

Voltage Rated Gloves with Leather Protectors Circuit De-Energized.  Power Supply locked out

Voltage Rated Sleeves Test Before Touch

Rubber mat Test all wires each time when removing covers

Dielectric or EH rated leather boots Written SOP

No exposed jewelry and no metal framed glasses Electrical Work Permit

LOTO written plan if more than one source Quality PJHA Evaluation

LOTO Policy (which is a written safety standard) followed if only one source

Use a circuit tracer to ensure work is performed on the correct wires

All clothing minimum of natural fiber Balaclava

Arc Rated Shirt Arc Rated Hearing Protection

Arc Rated Pants Arc Rated Face Shield

Arc Rated Bibs Arc Rated Hood

Arc Rated Coat Create Distance between the equipment and yourself

ESD Non-Steel Safety Toed Work Boots Barriers/signs posted

Counter Measures to Mitigate Arc Flash Potential (check those that apply and/or Add Others)
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APPROACH BOUNDARIES:   Available incident energy or hazard risk category _____ cal/cm² @ _____ working distance, or HRC Category # _______

Voltages Present Restricted Approach Boundary

Arc Flash Boundary Barrier Method to Restrict Access of Unauthorized Personnel:

Limited Approach Boundary                    ________ Warning Sign Barricade Tape Attendant Other Type _______________

EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN TEST BEFORE TOUCH CHECKLIST YES NO

Plant emergency phone number:  _________ or _______________________ Is there a LOTO?

Where is the nearest EAP phone located?                    Have I walked the LO?

Where is the nearest AED and First Aid Kit Location? Is there a LOTO Procedure?

Who is CPR/First Aid Trained? Is there a written job scope / plan?

Where is the nearest fire extinguisher? Do I have the proper PPE?

Where is the nearest safety shower and eye wash station? Do I have the proper test equipment?

How will I notify someone if I'm hurt? Do I need a groundset?

How will someone know if I'm hurt and I'm unable to notify them? Is there a permit required?

In an Emergency, where do I shut off power? Are there any concerns with equipment condition?

Is the work area a confined space?  Did I test all potential energy sources?

What is the nearest Emergency Medical Personnel response time? Are all energy sources in an electricall safe working condition?

Person Testing:

Witness:

Question if what you are doing makes sense?

Stop when unsure of the procedure, of what is de-energized, of the next step, etc.

WHAT -- constantly use the WHAT process to re-evaluate your safety

STAR --STOP and THINK specifically about the next ACTION and what the expected result should be and then REVIEW

PJHA -- refer back to the PJHA and add to it as needed

3-Way communication -- Repeat instructions back to your co-worker or say the steps outload to yourself

Procedure Verification -- Question the procedure and stop if something doesn't feel right, STOP and ask for help

Selected Tool to mitigate Error Traps

Stress / High Work load/ Time Pressure/Lack of Resources

Vague / Poor Work Instructions

First Time / Infrequent Task < 6 months / Unfamiliar with Details

Distractions / Pulled in multiple directions / Non Job Thoughts

Overconfident / done this a million times

End of shift / last day before vacation

First day back after being off for > 2 days

Do I know how this equipment is designed, constructed and operates?

Is it safe to proceed without additional knowledge?

Should this task require special training?   Do you have that training?

Is there anyone on the crew that is unfamiliar with this facility or job task?  Address in pre job meeting.

Do I have the correct tools to do the job? Are they electrically rated if applicable and inspected?

Cuts from stripping wires

Strains  from pulling wire or pushing heavy equipment 

Electrical work in classified areas

Pinch points around pulleys

Fall potentials out of cable trays, pipe racks, off ladders, etc.

GFCI protection must be used for electrical tools, test GFCI before use.

Critical safety device by-pass precautions

Rail Work Procedures

Trench collapse while installing underground electrical

Get approval from the coordinator to add your name to the permit and sign off on the permit

Review the scope of work and ensure your activity is covered

Review the LOTO plan

Test BEFORE touch

Verify ground cluster located at point of touch

After work is completed are the doors secured and in place?

Weather Shelter Rain Gear

Clean up or drain flooded areas Voltage Rated Rubber Boots

Wait for conditions to change Others

Qualified Person(s):

Foreman:

Journeyman:

Apprentices:

Helpers:

Auditor:

Aknowledgement:  I/ We understand the hazards that are listed for this job and I/we believe we can do this job safely.  (Please print your name)

Counter Measures to Mitigate Environmental Issues (check those that apply and/or Add Others)

Requirements for anyone doing inspections / work for Permitted Work

Other Electrical Hazards (refer to standard PJHA to address counter measures)

Knowledge

Tools to Mitigate Error Traps

Error Traps (check those that apply)
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